


There should be fair limits on rent increases in NSW tenancy law.

Housing is an essential service. Having a secure, safe, affordable home is vital to ensure a decent life. There
are other essential services – energy, health, education and more – where cost is regulated to ensure the
service is accessible for everyone. Fair limits on rent increases and rent setting should apply in rental housing
too.

In the current house we are in, we have friends that live 2 houses up, our homes are the same floor plan same builder
same age, same property manager, our friends pay $100 a week less the owners of ours wanted us to pay another $50
more but we where able after a lot of stressful negotiation to agree to $580 a week but they would only give a 12 month
lease when we had requested at least a 2 year lease. We are struggling to pay our rent and having to go without some
groceries, paying some bills( having to make financial hardship arrangements, and forgoing some medication and
medical procedures. We also go to bed straight after dinner as we can’t afford to pay to heat the home.

My renting story

Renting a home is an essential need and right of everyone however I see a huge problem being that the property
management agents are only interested in chasing their profits and don’t have any ethical responsibility or ombudsmen
type schemes so apart from going to NCAT for physical problems with the property or breaches to lease agreements,
renters are not able to make a complaint to have the property management companies investigated to show they are
ethical and doing the right things by both the owners and the tennants. The unethical property managers are a huge
contributor to the many problems that renters face and I believe that agents chasing profits is a huge contributor to the
recent huge financial rises in property rents. Agents tell tennants oh that is the owners decision or agents tell the owners
the tennants have requested something that will cost money an example of this is we recently needed to replace a light
bulb on an outside light the rubber seal that made the light fixture waterproof had became hard and was disintegrating,
we requested a new seal however the agent said that we had to request a new light because you can’t buy the
replacement seals and because it’s an electrical outlet an electrician had to replace it, in our opinion it was just the same
as changing the light bulb and we now know the seals are available at Bunnings so as you can see the agent has only
accepted that a new light was needed because she would get higher profits from having the electrician on her books/her
electrician come to the property and replace the whole light.

Property agents are always going to chase profits because that’s how they make their money done in an ethical and
accountable environment that is probably fair

However

these unethical often very nasty and sneaky property agents at the moment have no accountability or regulatory authority
that owners and tennants can make a formal complaint to so they get away with a lot of abusive behaviour and predatory
practices to ensure they look good because they are a highly profitable business. I thought going to NCAT would be
helpful but they where unable to help because they have no authority over the non existent code of ethics that property
managers should have to be accountable to

Thankyou for you time , please make sure renting is made to be a less stressful situation

Kind Regards.
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Have a wonderful day




